INTRODUCTION
. This quadrumvirate were ultimately responsible for treatment of those casualties in the Allied Armed Forces that were landed in, or injured in Ulster. During the period September 3, 1939 through March 31, 1946 , 831 Allied Naval, 4,989 Army and 1,704 Airforce casualties were treated in hospitals in Northern Ireland 10, 11 . More than 15,000 additional patients, including those injured in air raids, evacuees and transferees were also treated during that time period 10, 11 . Rescue ships all had a well-equipped operating theatre 14 . All surgical instruments had duplicates; all were kept sterilized. By 1944, the Nova Scotia Branch of the Canadian Red Cross Society had provided suitable operating tables that were both expensive and sturdy. Both patient and surgeon had to be strapped to the table. The best method for the surgeon and sometimes for his assistant were waist-belts with hooks to bars running alongside the operating room table 14 .
ALLIED RESCUE RESPONSE
Anaesthetic machines were Nuffield or Heidbrink with use of intra-venous thiopentone, preferably for induction only 14, 15 . Medical Officers were allocated to Rescue Ships of the Royal Navy and included a Royal Canadian surgeon 15, 16 . These surgeons were chosen from those who had eighteen months to 5 years training in Casualty or Surgical work. They were expected to be good sailors 12, 13, 14, 15, 17 .
THE HARVARD FATIGUE LABORATORY
The Harvard Fatigue Laboratory was already studying the effects of levels of carbon monoxide produced by snorkeling on fit humans under the leadership of F.J.W. Roughton, Plummer Professor of Colloid Science, Cambridge University, who had been posted indefinitely to Cambridge, Massachusetts 18, 19 . Work in the Fatigue Laboratory on chlorine gas, hydrogen peroxide and mercuric vapours was ongoing.
DUTIES TO CONVOY
With a typical trans-Atlantic convoy of 100 ships mostly carrying at least 100 persons, the physician-surgeon on board the Rescue Ship was frequently called upon for advice. Radio-silence had to be maintained and night-light signaling was discouraged 17 . Pennant 99 from the Commodore of the Convoy was for "urgent medical assistance" 12 . A flag set of responses known as the "Abbreviated Medical Code" was developed by the holder of the Regius Chair at Glasgow, now Rear-Admiral J.W. McNee 12, 13, 20 (Fig 2) . In 1944, seventy identical sets of medical flag codes were used. If the Rescue Ship had been sunk, as were six of the twenty-nine in service lost to enemy action 12 an escort ship substituted. Adapted from Roskill 27 . Not included are passenger liners which were rarely in convoy.
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grandparents, I used to watch, entranced, as these aircraft took off, having had first to ruffle waves.
U-BOAT LOSSES
Second and final Führer of the Third Reich, Karl Dönitz, was gratified by the Northern Ireland sojourn of U-boat 482; never again in World War II was another in-shore U-boat to be so successful 25 . The attack of operational convoys, those carrying Allied combatants, was near-suicidal for the U-boat. Transatlantic operational convoys moved more than one million troops without acknowledged loss 26, 27 ( Table  1, Table 2 ).
On U-482's next voyage to Northern Irish waters it was sunk with the loss of all hands. U-Boat losses in British coastal waters increased until VE Day. Dönitz reported that overall 630 U-boats were lost at sea: 603 through enemy action, 7 through accidents and 20 through unknown causes. An additional 81 U-boats were lost in port by air attack and mines and 42 from other causes. At the end of World War II 215 U-boats were sunk or blown up by their own crews, while others were scrapped or handed over to other navies. "My dear Vice Chancellor, May I take this opportunity to thank you and the members of your committee both personally and on behalf of the Government, for the valuable services which you have rendered during the war just now so successfully concluded so far as the European enemy is concerned.
The problems arising in a total war demand for their solution the co-operation of all members of the community and I want you to know that the work of your committee has been keenly appreciated. 
